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Research Question: How can photography be used to create an architectural experience? 

 
 
Abstract 
 

Within every physical city there are countless invisible cities that exist as perceptions of our 

environment. Invisible cities are atmospheric qualities that can be experienced by simplifying and 

removing context around the given subject and focusing on one particular quality. These atmospheres 

can then be developed and purified in order to breathe life into architecture all around us. Using 

perceptions, passages in Italo Calvino's Invisible Cities begin with objective descriptions of each city, but 

end with latent realizations of each place.  This thesis seeks to use a similar lens to explore a variety of 

photographers that create architecture through imagery that includes Bernd and Hilla Becher, Andreas 

Gursky, Irene Kung, and Aitor Ortiz. These photographers use extensive manipulation effects in order to 

create a common architectural affect, a sense of monumentality de-contextualized with its 

surroundings. Through my travels abroad I have used photography to document additional atmospheres 

and have applied the comparison technique used by the Bechers, which highlights what is similar and 

what is different between adjacent photos. This thesis seeks to challenge the notion that plans and 

sections are required to create architecture, focusing instead on a series of moments, places, and 

atmospheres that are akin to photography. 
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I. Introduction 

 Valdrada is a city of mystery, discovery, deceit, and love, whose form "ancients built on 

the shores of a lake, with houses all verandas one above the other...Thus the traveler, arriving, 

sees two cities: one erect above the lake, the other reflected, up-side down."1 An objective 

description given by Italo Calvino in his book Invisible Cities, allows the reader to visualize an 

imaginary place and then inserts a subjective realization that seals its identity. "The twin cities 

are not equal, because nothing that exists or happens in Valdrada is symmetrical... [but] 

inverted, point by point. The two Valdradas live for each other, their eyes interlocked; but there 

is no love between them."2 The ending of this short passage grounds the fantastical aspects that 

appeared in the opening description of Valdrada. This relationship between objective and 

subjective traps the city dwellers "in cycles of despair"  , making it more believable.3  Happening 

consistently throughout Calvino's book, this relationship between objectivity and subjectivity 

manifests into an exciting beginning filled with discovery and ends with the harsh truth of 

resolution.  

 The framework that Calvino establishes in his book follows this pattern of imagination 

and realization amongst 55 stories, all of which are set as a conversation between Marco Polo 

and Kublai Khan. In the book one sees a developing relationship between Khan and Polo, 

hindered by the foreign nature of each language, but facilitated by Polo’s use of artifacts to 

describe his journeys. Over time Khan realizes that Polo is not describing separate cities, but 

rather separate moments in Venice. Khan is transfixed by the way Polo is able to weave these 

Invisible Cities together into a cohesive narrative, each focusing on different qualities of a single 

place. This thesis seeks to use a similar conversational framework to Invisible Cities that entices 

the readers with another set of fantastical "artifacts.” Here, they are photographs; images that 

                                                           
1 (Calvino 1974, 53) 
2 (Calvino 1974, 54) 
3 (Weiner 2013) 
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evoke a mental experience of a place irrespective of its existence. The chosen photographs are 

an attempt to  create a new way of experiencing space without architectural drawing, but rather  

through experiential moments, places and atmospheres.  

 Selected photographers will be discussed as if they are individual passages from Invisible 

Cities, focusing on a specific body of work from each photographer’s oeuvre.  These images 

contain no inhabitants but reveal ways of observing and experiencing the world through a 

fantastical lens. All of these photographers depict space as a monumentality constructed by 

man, yet a monumentality that is absent of human presence. Monument is defined as ”any 

building, megalith, etc., surviving from a past age, and regarded as of historical or archaeological 

importance."4 This absence can be the result of industrial vernacular architecture that no longer 

serves its function and speaks to life during the industrial revolution -Bernd and Hilla Becher.  It 

can also be the re-composition of space through post-production5  processes to create fictional 

architecture from physical space -Andreas Gurksy. Perhaps it is a more traditionally represented 

monumental architecture that reflects a cultural time and place, yet completely removed from 

its surroundings and  hangs suspended between the void of two worlds -Irene Kung. Or maybe it 

is how physical space can be ignored in favor of a newly assembled mental architecture for the 

viewer to explore -Aitor Ortiz. Each photographer's selected body of work acts as an artifact that 

describe their own invisible city through their unique collection of imagery, creating 

atmospheres within the frames of the photograph.  

  

                                                           
4 ("Monument" Definition 2 n.d.) 
5 manipulation of the image through printing or rendering techniques, after the image is captured 
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II. Overview + Context: Photography  

 Photography emerged in the 19th century and quickly began to change how people 

interacted with the world. Initially photography was a means to document an important 

meeting or historical event.6 Early photography was not accepted as a form of "high" art but 

many people sought to change that. Early photographers wanted to distinguish fine art 

photography from journalistic photography. In fine art photography the most defining 

characteristic is the selection of a single image to display from a collection of hundreds or 

thousands of images.7 This methodology is unique to photography, forcing the photographer to 

choose from a vast number of potential images, making the chosen image all the more revealing 

of the photographers inner authorship.  

 In today's world photography is highly accessible with the average person having a 

camera in their pocket. Current technology makes it easy to document their world.  Often 

individuals are more interested in what a picture is of rather than the process required to create 

a great picture. This diminishes the necessity to see that photography requires both before and 

after a picture is taken. This "capacity to see" is the "task of contemporary artist whose means 

of expression is photography".8 Architects all around the world use cameras to document 

projects, models, buildings, and presentations, but few use cameras to see architecture. 

Architectural photography is typically used as a means of documenting a project once 

constructed, but it has the potential to be on the front end of a design. Few architects use 

cameras to envision the potential atmospheres that can result from looking with intentionality 

at the world, taking atmospheres observed in the everyday and weaving them into architecture. 

                                                           
6 (Moffat 2011) 
7 (Moffat 2011) 
8 (Pratesi, Five thoughts for Irene 2006) 
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This thesis, as a result,  seeks to raise questions about what architecture can be with this 

photographic perspective. With the aid of camera abstractions and post processing 

reintegration, new spatial arrangements and moods can be created to influence the design of 

architecture. In this sense, architecture is not a building. It is not plans, sections, nor models, but 

a series of moments, places, and atmospheres that can be expressed through imagery. Here 

"authorship is ascribed to the photographic vision, anonymity to the architecture."9  

  

                                                           
9 (Ortiz 2011, 19) 
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III. Photographers 

A. Bernd and Hilla Becher 

Bernd and Hilla Becher were a pair of photographers whose work set forth a historical 

precedent that has influenced photographers around the world, most notably for their creation 

of the Becher school of thought. Their methodical approach brings forth an interesting dialogue 

between the concepts of objectivity and subjectivity in photography. Reviewers of their work 

"praised their documentary value" but photography critics "eschewed the workman-like, 

anonymous aesthetic".10 Their school of thought is best known for the stark objectivity that the 

Becher's and their student's photos project. To Hilla Becher this means that "the object can 

speak for itself" without her projecting her own ideas onto something else.11 But she also states 

that "objectivity and subjectivity are opposites, one picks up where the other leaves off"12, 

neither truly separated from the other. This concept appears in the body of work that the 

Bechers have produced throughout their lives. All the pictures are very straightforward, simple 

images of industrial vernacular architecture. Comparing each structure in "grids or sequencing 

them in monographs", the Bechers emphasize the "comparative analysis of form".13 They create 

an objective typological study on water towers, blast furnaces, and  coalbunkers. In their 

exhibition and book formats the pair focused on each typology's "structural form as a reflection 

of function".14 In exhibition the Bechers displayed their photos in "stark, imposing, industrial 

grids," in order to reflect the subject matter and highlight subtle differences between each 

image.15 In contrast, the methodology they created shows their subjective attraction to these 

                                                           
10 (Collins 2015) 
11 (Lalulula Television 2014, 13:00) 
12 (Lalulula Television 2014, 12:30) 
13 (Clark 2012) 
14 (Clark 2012) 
15 (Collins 2015) 
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structures, depicting them as great architectural monuments that show a disappearing era and 

way of life during the industrial revolution.   

The Bechers started their long photographic process in 1958, but their individual 

interests in industrial structures began long before. Bernd Becher was born in Segan, Germany 

in 1931 with strong ties  to the nearby industrial area where his ancestors mined for 

generations.16 He viewed the  industrial structures as a testament to their hard work. Becoming 

distraught when they started disappearing, Bernd Becher wanted to document their form 

before they were all gone. He traveled  to Dusseldorf where he attempted to create 

architectural drawings in order to help preserve these industrial relics but found this process to 

be too slow.17 Eventually, he met Hilla and they  began to use photography to document this 

disappearing vernacular architecture. Hilla Becher18 on the other hand was born in 1934 and 

grew up in Potsdam Germany where her father was a professional photographer.19 She became 

enamored by photography at an early age and eventually attended school at Dusseldorf, 

Germany. On one particular train ride to school she recalls her interest in the "strange and 

manifold creatures slipping past [her] train window" in response to the large industrial 

structures that dotted the countryside.20 The pair met in Dusseldorf where Hilla showed Bernd 

"how to use a plate camera to achieve the most detailed, technically perfect results".21 Sharing 

their common interest in the "monolithic sculptural forms that dominated the surrounding 

landscape", the pair set off on their endeavors.22 They began in Bernd's home town, Segan, 

Germany, and attempted to "carry off the objects" in order to remember them after their 

                                                           
16 (Lalulula Television 2014) 
17 (Lalulula Television 2014) 
18 Maiden name Wobeser 
19 (Collins 2015) 
20 (Lalulula Television 2014, 0:30) 
21 (Collins 2015) 
22 (O'Hagan 2014) 
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figure A: typological study of blast furnaces 

death.23 The pair believed that vernacular architecture "bore witness to their time and the 

thinking behind an industrial economy", viewing the objects as parallels to the great monuments 

of ancient civilizations.24 They soon perfected their methodological approach that allowed them 

to make direct comparisons to similarly framed structures, creating a detailed taxonomy and 

transforming the structures into monumental architecture (figure A).  

Over the course of 

their endeavors, Bernd and 

Hilla Becher developed a 

precise methodology used 

to create a monumental 

taxonomy of the chosen 

architectural scene. When 

they started taking pictures 

of the "large metal beasts 

scattered throughout the 

countryside", they used a 6 by 9 camera in order to capture a clear, precise image.25 The Bechers 

would typically use a telephoto lens to avoid distortion with a focal length of up to 600mm.26 

The use of such a long lens also flattens the image, allowing the foreground, middle ground, and 

background to appear closer to one another. Because they used long lenses, they required two 

tripods in order to avoid camera shake.27 As a way to neglect the depth of field28 that comes 

with using a long lens, they used a small aperture29, sometimes as small as 32 to 45 f-stop. When 

                                                           
23 (Lalulula Television 2014, 3:00) 
24 (Lalulula Television 2014, 4:15) 
25 (Lalulula Television 2014, 7:15) 
26 (Lalulula Television 2014, 7:30) 
27 (Lalulula Television 2014, 7:40) 
28 Camera phenomenon that results in the foreground, middle ground, and background being out of focus with each other.  
29

 Variable opening by which light enters a camera. 
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selecting the environment they wanted to capture, they chose places from far away so they 

could use their telephoto lens and wait until a foggy morning, to effectively make the 

background "disappear".30 They would often use ladders or scaffolding to "construct suitable 

vantage points" that fit their photographic vision.31 The combination of using a telephoto lens, a 

small aperture, and taking pictures on a cloudy day forced the Bechers to use a twenty second 

exposure which resulted in a "lovely moment" and made them completely oblivious to 

everything around them.32 

The Bechers also developed a compositional framework to accompany each typology. 

Typically the subject is positioned in the center of the frame with "little of the surrounding 

environment" included and the "horizon line below the three-quarters line" as to not interfere 

with the objects being photographed.33 In addition to these compositional strategies, there are 

pragmatic issues to consider as well:  black and white images due to technological limitations of 

the time, and the absence of people34 for example. These effects were used countless times in 

order to create similar images that could be placed adjacent to each other in order to draw out 

affects that the images have in common.  

The resultant images all have a similar void-like affect, freezing a moment in time and 

creating a monument.  The choice to photograph this doomed industrial architecture suggested 

that the Bechers believed these objects  deserve preservation. The Bechers believed this 

vernacular architecture told the story of an industrial-driven economy whose time had come to 

an end.35  Their works presents an "underlying sense of loss and melancholy" while "looking at a 

lost world".36 This is heightened by a sense of striking monumentality in their images due in 

                                                           
30 (Lalulula Television 2014, 7:50) 
31 (Collins 2015) 
32 (Lalulula Television 2014, 9:40) 
33 (Lalulula Television 2014, 11:00) 
34 People would have been blurry due to long exposure time 
35 (Lalulula Television 2014) 
36 (O'Hagan 2014) 
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figure B: Water Towers 1, Dortmund-Grevel, 1965 

large part  to the scale of these enormous structures looming high above the given perspective. 

Many of the structure’s massing is high above the ground, and have thin steel members 

connecting them to the earth as is the case for the Water Towers series. The perspective 

emphasizes the void in-between the heavy top and thin steel, making the top seem larger and 

more overbearing than what we typically experience from similar structures. The exclusion of 

the background further distances the photographed structures from their earthly connections, 

allowing them to float into their timeless void. This affect is most apparent in Water Towers 1 

(figure B), 17, 142, 168, and 220 (figure C). These images echo a time when humans once 

depended on industry  but whose structures no longer serve their function.  Bernd and Hilla 

Bechers effectively take the 

cold steel vernacular 

architecture and transform 

each one into a monument 

reflecting an industrial way 

of life.  

The Bechers 

typological studies reflect a 

systematic approach to 

photographing vernacular 

architecture that reveals 

objective commonalities but 

the subjective affects of 

their work persists. The 

depicted images from 
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figure C: (from left to right, top to bottom) Water Towers 17, Liege, 1968 _ Water Towers 142, Verviers, 1983 _ Water 

Towers 168, Moglingen Stuttgard, 1980 _ Water Towers 220, Essen-Byfang, 1980 

Water Towers demonstrate the select images that negate the context surrounding each 

structure, letting them float on a white field. In turn this process leads to the creation of 

invisible cities such as they exist in Calvino's writing. Each of the Becher's images acts as an 

artifact that gives us a glimpse of a specific atmosphere that they experienced when adjacent to 

large industrial structures, echoing their fascination with the subject matter. 
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B. Andreas Gursky 

By contrast, Andreas Gursky’s approach is completely different, taking advantage of 

modern technology to composite together new architectural spaces. Gursky was exposed to 

photography from an early age and  was the only child of a successful commercial photographer 

who became accustomed to the "tricks of the trade" 37. After finishing high school he attended 

the Folkwangschule in nearby Essen, Germany,  a school established by Otto Steinert38. During 

his time there,  Gursky became exposed to the documentary approach to photography that 

differed from his commercial photography upbringing. Here he learned to appreciate the 

beneficiary outcomes of "unembellished observation" accustomed to the photojournalist 

approach taken at the school.39 Later he attended the Staatliche Kunstakedemie in Dusseldorf 

which was renowned for its vibrant postwar avant-garde teaching and studied under Bernd and 

Hilla Becher where he mastered their systematic approach to taking photographs.40 

 

Aesthetically, Gursky’s work is similar to the work of the Bechers and the their students. 

Many of his images use camera positions far away from the subject being photographed and use 

a telephoto lens from an aerial vantage point.41. This process effectively flattens the spatial 

depth of the image and abstracts the photographed image to further distance it from reality. 

The simple way of looking used in his images is a characteristic of objective photograph. It  

places the viewer in a position where they are staring at a scene as it unfolds, letting the viewer 

appreciate the details that this systematic approach offers. He often "adopts the scale and 

composition of historical landscape paintings," but his images are derived from a variety of 

                                                           
37 (P. Galassi 2015) 
38 A medical doctor turned philosopher and founder of the German photographic collaborative Fotoform 
39 (P. Galassi 2015) 
40 (Schuman 2014) 
41 (JWD 2014) 
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figure D: (above) Bergwerk Ost, by Andreas Gursky 

(below) one of many source images used 

sources.42 Gursky demonstrates a contemporary spin on the Becher's practice by using 

composite, post-processing  techniques to enhance his images. Doing this he creates a "bold and 

edgy dialogue between photography and painting".43 Almost all of Gursky's images go through 

zintensive post processing steps, many of which use 

multiple base images compiled together to "reconstruct 

real subjects according to his inner eye".44 One of the 

techniques that he commonly uses is taking multiple 

images of the same scene and then compiling the details 

together as he does in the work Bergwerk Ost (figure D. 

Here he combines a number of different scenes taken as 

the miners rotate out shifts, into one composite image 

with countless items hung overhead.45 

Another one of Andreas Gursky's visual editing 

effects is simplifying the scene's color palette and 

composition. Gursky will often adjust the image in order 

to emphasize certain colors and quiet images with lots of 

detail. Gursky will also use post-processing effects in order to simplify a compositing of any 

extraneous details and instead focuses on a few repeating elements to further give that sense of 

just looking that is similar to the Becher's objectivity.  In order for their immersive detail to be 

fully appreciated, Gursky prints his images at an enormous size, up to "six feet high by ten feet 

                                                           
42 (Schuman 2014) 
43 (Gagosian 2016) 
44 (Gagosian 2016) 
45 (Schmidt-Garre 2009) 
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figure E: (left) original Westfalanhalle Dortmund, (right) Mayday V, by Gursky 

 

long".46   The immersive size of Gursky's images on display easily allow him to create new 

architectural spaces through these means.  

One of the most notable accomplishments of Gursky’s work and process is the resultant 

creation of new architecture and space from source imagery. One such example is Mayday V 

(figure E). To create this image Gursky documented the  5 story Westfalanhalle Dortmund 

building in Germany. The image that Gursky creates is radically different from the original 

building; most striking is its new monumentality:  it is now twenty stories tall, towering above 

the original building. He effectively 

liberates the process from the 

"obligation to construct, it can 

become a way of thinking about 

anything".47 In order to create this 

effect Gursky tiled multiple images  

- all taken from far away with a 

telephoto lens from the same 

position at different times.48 This 

results in countless different users 

simultaneously using this imagined 

                                                           
46 (JWD 2014) 
47 (Gurksy, Beil and Fessel 2008, 13) 
48 (Gurksy, Beil and Fessel 2008, 13) 
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figure F: (above) laboratory taken with 

typical wide angle 

(below) Kamiokande, by Gursky 

 

space in the dead of night. The experience of this newly created building is further enhanced by 

the seamlessly constructed grid that contains all the activity.   The color palette is reduced to 

mostly black and white with hints of color in the lighting and brightly colored clothes. The bright 

lights inside the building provide a stark contrast to the delicate netting to which this building 

floats above. The seemingly endlessness nature of this large structure and hustle of activity 

inside make the viewer feel as if they are an outside observing some strange ritual taking place 

within.  

Another work is Kamiokande (figure F) , taken inside a neutrino laboratory in Japan. In 

this image Gursky gained access to a remote research facility in 

Japan49 when it was due for a routine cleaning.50 Gursky heightens 

the bizarreness of this space through an obsessive repetition of 

gold spheres that are re-constructed to form perfect lines. Here 

                                                           
49 Usually an underwater space preserved for particle experiments 
50 (Gurksy, Beil and Fessel 2008, 13) 
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figure G: (above) Stockholm Public Library 

(below) Bibliothek, by Andreas Gursky 

he most likely used the same tiling effect with a telephoto lens in order to get the crisp detail 

and flattening point of view.51 The surreal qualities of this scene are enhanced by the use of 

water cascading down from above onto the calm body of water below that reflects the scene to 

make it feel removed from space and time.52 The reduction of the color palette to only include a 

single yellow value also adds a serene atmosphere to the scene. The most iconic piece of this 

image are the two kayaks in the lower left of the frame -  dwarfed in comparison to the oddly 

multitude of gold orbs that surround them. Factor in the strange presence of kayaks 

implemented from his studio in Dusseldorf, within this highly controlled environment, makes for 

a truly surreal architectural space.53 

Another of Gursky's work that highlights his ability to 

create new architectural spaces form physical forms is 

Bibliothek(figure G) . Much like Polo’s artifacts, here Gursky 

uses an image from the Stockholm Public Library and 

transforms it by tiling and compositional reduction to 

                                                           
51 (Gurksy, Beil and Fessel 2008, 14) 
52 (Gurksy, Beil and Fessel 2008, 14) 
53 (Gurksy, Beil and Fessel 2008, 14) 
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represent the “Invisible City” of what a library could be - an endless "symbol for our knowledge 

of the world".54 Here, elements of the built library are photographed and composited like tiles in 

order to re-create the epitome of what a library is. Gursky carefully chooses what to include and 

what extraneous details to leave out. The true mastery of Gursky's images comes from the 

intuitive process of carefully selecting detail to repeat and reconstruct in order to not make the 

effect too apparent, thus taking away the magic.55 In his book, Minimum, John Pawson expanse 

on this idea writing how the "minimum could be perfection that an object achieves when it is no 

longer possible to improve it by subtraction".56 In this way Gursky's images are oddly magical, 

constructed through his ability to carefully spread out different details within the composition 

so that no two bookshelves appear the same. The two figures that get lost in the browns and 

blues of the bookshelves suggests an odd relationship with the seemingly endless circular and 

vertical space they inhabit.57 They give just enough scalar believability to dispel the immediate 

notion that this is a constructed image. It is only gazing into the endless rows of stories and 

reflected pool that we realize that nothing like this could exist in our physical world. Gurksy 

creates an intangible architecture that we can only experience in one of his enormous images. 

The images that Gursky creates offer new explorations in digital image creation, offering 

new techniques and ways of approaching photographs. Each image that he creates becomes an 

artifact of an invisible city, an archetype for ideas such as library, laboratory and other 

typologies. Through his process he negates the physical structure in favor of a new, imagined 

architecture. One who's ephemeral atmosphere is rooted in refining spaces into their purest 

essence, cutting their earthly tethers.  

  

                                                           
54 (Gurksy, Beil and Fessel 2008, 12) 
55 (Gurksy, Beil and Fessel 2008, 12) 
56  (Gurksy, Beil and Fessel 2008, 11) 
57 (Gurksy, Beil and Fessel 2008, 12) 
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C. Irene Kung 

Irene Kung is an artist who fits well into a conversation regarding the works of Bernd 

and Hilla Becher and Andreas Gursky. Kung's photographs contain "an essence of forms 

suspended in deep and motionless space", re-imagining physical architecture with the help of 

post-processing.58 But she respects these forms, accompanying our gaze "beyond ambiguous 

threshold of appearance" to "where objects reveal their most authentic soul".59To her, 

contemporary art should "make people dream with the aid of a positive and intimate 

message".60In order to create these dream worlds, Kung draws on her history as a painter, 

letting the "photographer" label fit loosely, and viewing her camera only as another tool for 

creating images.61 

If the Bechers' work came from a process of documenting vernacular industrial 

architecture, creating a representative monument of a framed time and location yet particular 

to a specific way of life, then Irene Kung's images do just the opposite. Her work "requires a 

mental rather than a visual involvement," stepping "away from the artists of the Dusseldorf62 

school."63Her pieces "have their own warmth and sense of closeness despite being polished in a 

manner reminiscent of industrial artifacts".64 She takes world renowned  and familiar cultural 

monuments and de-contextualizes them from so that they float in a void between this world 

and another, no longer connected to their cultural history but refined to an essential quality.65 In 

this series day turns to night as a "mysterious and silent urban space" unfolds "where the void 

prevails".66 Kung describes her process as "removing everything unessential in order to show 

                                                           
58 (Pratesi, Five thoughts for Irene 2006) 
59 (Pratesi, Five thoughts for Irene 2006) 
60 (Kung, The Garden of Wonders 2015) 
61 (Matarazzo 2016) 
62 most notable Bernd and Hilla Becher as well as Andreas Gursky 
63 (Pratesi, Five thoughts for Irene 2006) 
64 (Aita 2012) 
65 (Kung, Radio 3 Suite 2016) 
66 (Matarazzo 2016) 
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[the subject] as it is".67 She creates images based on "intuition", as she believes that "rationality 

can be misleading".68 Kung establishes a series of steps that she can apply to any type of subject, 

always "transforming a real datum into an idea".69 Nearly all of her images appear as if she had 

taken an enormous spotlight and shone it onto the surface of a monument in the middle of the 

night. She, like the Bechers and Gursky, is very methodical about her work. 

To achieve this she takes a similar approach to Gursky. Rather than thinking of a 

photograph as a static object that can only be manipulated slightly, she draws on her early 

studies as a painter, treating her digital screen as a canvas onto which she can re-image her 

world through a painters eye. Her images are also an "acrobatic exercise of technique, patience, 

light...and a careful work of development, retouching and post-production.70 Kung's unique 

treatment of the void between painting and photograph results in an architectural way of 

looking that traps monuments, transforming the "city of daylight into the nocturnal city of 

dreams".71 They are no longer places to visit, but are instead a  series of Invisible Cities captured 

between the frames of her work.   

In pre-production, Kung wanders through a cities' monuments and finds the appropriate 

spots where she can capture monuments with little or no context around them - most of the 

time this is a seemingly direct view that captures the monument as a recognizable object against 

an empty sky.72 This process requires patience in order to "remain [near a subject], to move 

around it and to wait for that time when something impresses [her]".73  Similar to the Bechers, 

she uses a long lens with a narrow angle to compress the image onto a flat surface, showing 

little spatial depth and giving the impression that the viewer is simply looking at the object 

                                                           
67 (Kung, The Garden of Wonders 2015) 
68 (Kung, The Garden of Wonders 2015) 
69 (Kung, Radio 3 Suite 2016) 
70 (Matarazzo 2016) 
71 (Prose 2013) 
72 (Kung, Interview with Irene Kung n.d.) 
73 (Kung, Radio 3 Suite 2016) 
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figure H: Mole Antonelliana by Kung 

through her eyes. This can be seen in her picture of the Mole Antonelliana, Turin, Italy(figure H). 

Here, Kung uses a long  lens from far away to keep the columns straight and show the 

mountains. Like the Bechers, Kung typically photographs monuments on an overcast day for flat 

light and better shadow control.74 This makes it easier to edit images  post production in order 

to make the surrounding scene look like 

it was documented during the middle of 

the night.  

Following this, she begins an 

intensive period of  post-production 

manipulation. In interviews she rarely 

gives any specifics as to how she 

manipulates the lighting in the images.  

Driven by intuition, Kung pursues an 

experience in the image that is 

characteristic of how she experienced 

the monument when she captured the 

photograph. Kung most-likely begins 

with adjusting the compositional 

elements of the image to make all vertical and horizontal lines straight to mitigate any distortion 

centering the subject in the process.  She then decides to make the image either black and 

white75, or selectively chooses a single color value that she deems noteworthy. The next step is a 

series of lighting adjustments  that black out the sky and create a smoother gradient of light in 

the middle of the frame, turning into black around the edges of the foreground object and 

                                                           
74 (Euromaxx 2012) 
75 Most often the images are black and white 
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figure I: Cupola by Kung 

blending it with the background void. She feels that the "darkness allows her to enlighten what 

she chooses" and ignore all the rest while simultaneously giving "time a dimension".76 In order 

to achieve this effect she draws on her experience as a painter and fine-tunes the light values 

around the object - "stripping any mundane features" to make the monument appear serene 

and otherworldly.77 Combining these effects, Kung creates a new dream architecture one whose 

design "blurs boundaries between past and future" , making "notions of periods and style seem 

as tangential as they are for dreamers".78She creates  new architectural experiences through her 

images by removing surrounding context from the monuments that she documents. Her gaze 

explores daily forms "our eyes touch a million times, so much so that they no longer deserve our 

attention".79 Kung turns them into photographic reveries,  in that we as viewers cannot 

consciously imagine a position in time or space in which we could so capture the same 

monument.  

Kung's creations float in 

between time and space. Often devoid 

of people they exist as ghosts of their 

physical selves. Seen in Cupola(figure I), 

the dome reflects an idea of heaven as 

it might float above flickering roof 

shingles, a "texture made up of almost 

invisible details".80 Kung allows the 

dome and crucifix to glow from 

                                                           
76 (Kung, Radio 3 Suite 2016); (Kung, Interview with Irene Kung n.d.) 
77 (Pratesi, Five thoughts for Irene 2006) 
78 (Prose 2013) 
79 (Pratesi, Five thoughts for Irene 2006) 
80 (Pratesi, Five thoughts for Irene 2006) 
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figure J: Hagia Sophia by Kung 

figure K: Cheops by Kung 

heavenly light. Another example of a monument that hangs in the void is seen in her similar 

treatment of the domes in Hagia Sophia(figure J). In it the domes turn into a "squad of flying 

saucers...transmitting messages to the dark earth they hover above".81 She treats the 

monuments in her photographs as enormous entities that emit the essence of their places and 

echo those that have built it so long ago. This idea is apparent in the image of the Great Pyramid 

of Cheops in Giza Egypt(figure K). In this image the great Egyptian pyramid highlights the texture 

created by the bricks that 

were laid in order to create 

this architecture. The 

monument dwarfs the 

modern city lights barely 

visible at the bottom of the 

frame. It is a huge entity 

                                                           
81 (Kung, The Invisible City 2012, 105) 
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that floats on a layer of lapping sand. Like all her subjects, these monuments "retain their 

identity" yet in the "process of leaving earth...shed their dry husks of culture and purpose to 

become wondrous abstractions".82 Kung's images establish a unique architectural perspective 

towards monuments, representing them as existing outside our period of time and lasting for an 

eternity, echoing the time and culture of those that constructed it.  

Kung's images tell of a single artifact from her personal invisible city in which she views 

the world. Like Calvino, she collects her "moods and reflections like a diary, creating exhibitions 

with "similar shapes, architectonic influences and moods" that do not evoke identifiable cities 

"but a single one, imagined".83 Though her eye we get to see these monuments float through 

their void as if reaching to us from another world, and other invisible city.  

  

                                                           
82 (Prose 2013) 
83

 (Kung, Irene Kung Interview 2014) 
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D. Aitor Ortiz 

Aitor Ortiz's work demonstrates a potential direction for contemporary architectural 

photography that, like Gursky and Kung, is dependent on utilizing post-processing technologies 

to create new spaces from base images, appropriating "architectonic forms" in the process.84  As 

noted by John Szarkowski in the Photographer's Eye, "An artist's is a man who seeks new 

structures in which to order and simplify his sense of the reality of life."85 This encapsulates Ortiz 

and his process.  Instead of focusing on a particular aspect of his world and documenting it, Ortiz 

de-contextualizes the world around him and re-imagines it in new ways, "creating his own 

architecture independent of real world construction".86 Like Gursky and Kung, Ortiz is a digital 

age pioneer, pushing photography away from its documentary beginnings to subjective 

expressions of time and place.87 Ortiz's work pays homage to the ideas developed in the 

Dusseldorf school but lacks the "deadpan look" accustomed to those images that are typically 

identified as objective88. In today's world it is common for photographers to be overlooked. But 

Ortiz's work disregards the object’s origins;  instead the photographer becomes the architect, 

leaving only anonymity for the architecture.89  

Like architecture, Ortiz's images propose specific atmospheric qualities.  The images that 

he generates are quiet, contemplative spaces that seem to glow and hum even on the static 

confines of the page. Ortiz's work deconstructs and reconstructs simple spatial forms into 

arrangements that we as viewers are able to mentally experience, inhabit, and explore. These 

                                                           
84 (Roy 2011) 
85 (Ortiz 2011, 7) 
86 (Roy 2011) 
87 (Roy 2011) 
88 (Ortiz 2011, 7), as discussed by Charlotte Cotton 
89 (Ortiz 2011, 19) 
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figure L: Destructuras 003 by Ortiz 

images present fragments of a holistic architectural experience that divert away from the 

"[documentative] to subjective expressions of time and place".90 The imagery presented by Ortiz 

are taken from a foreboding, imagined world absent of humans, "[exuding] a timeless quality" 

amongst a suspended narrative.91 In these images he only leaves echoes of humanity in the 

dramatic spaces depicted through scale, pattern , and lighting manipulations. The most 

architecturally captivating images that Ortiz creates can been seen in his Destructuras and 

Mirras del Luz. Both of these photographic sets show the depth of Ortiz's ability to remove the 

images "obtained from pure formal recognition and focuses on space.92 

Ortiz uses numerous techniques that culminate to create unique atmospheres. One 

effect is removing, de-emphasizing, or re-orienting the sense of ground.   Often he flips images 

so the horizontal lines in the physical world become vertical lines in the image and vice versa. 

This affect appears most notably in Destructuras 003, 085, where the re-contextualization of 

space results in a new experience to explore, often constructed from "anonymous or deserted 

spaces".93 Transforming the arches in Destructuras 003(figure L) into a ledge, Ortiz creates a 

contemplative space to sit on the edge and stare down into a dark abyss or up towards the light. 

                                                           
90 (Roy 2011) 
91 (Roy 2011) 
92 (Es Baluard n.d.) 
93 (Es Baluard n.d.) 
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figure M: Destructuras 085 by 

Ortcviz 

figure N: Destructuras 049 by Ortiz 

By contrast, in Destructuras 085(figure M), this technique 

takes an elevator-shaft and transforms it into an endless passageway reminiscent of some 

apocalyptic science fiction scene. Materiality is another aspect of Ortiz's unique authorship in 

creating his photographic worlds. Many of his images in the Descructuras series are derived 

from structures made out of concrete and are "utterly devoid of native traits" including color.94 

He is able to bring out the roughness and grittiness in the textures through increasing the 

contrast in the image to emphasize the subtle shadows and 

highlights caused by the material.  

Pattern is another component used to create new 

monumental architecture similar to Gursky. This can be seen in 

Destructuras 049 (figure N) in the way that Ortiz stacks simple 

architectural elements on top of each other in order to establish 

a strong rhythm, making the architecture appear endless while 

"avoiding its recognition"95. In Destructuras 049 he creates a 

monumental piece of architecture that echoes its relationship to 

humanity in three stairs located in the middle of the repetitive 

structure in order to give a sense of scale to the image. This 

                                                           
94 (Ortiz 2011, 19) 
95 (Es Baluard n.d.) 
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space is placed   adjacent to water, letting it float above the waves and the earth. The absence 

of people in all of his photographs further emphasizes the foreboding idea that is present in his 

images. He presents only hollow concrete structures whose humans have abandoned them to 

the elements in a cosmic void. Ortiz often uses intense vertical framing in this series where the 

vertical dimension is nearly four times the width of the photography. This difference emphasizes 

the vertical nature of the architecture that Ortiz creates and allows the repetition strategy to 

dominate the frame as an endless form that viewers can follow, infinitely, up and down.  

Another important series of architectural photographic explorations takes place in Aitor 

Ortiz's study Muros de luz, the Original Cave in collaboration with architect Josep Egea. In this 

study, the two worked together in order to construct a "mental space...a place of coordinates 

that do not exist and yet can take form before our very eyes" .96 They bring together ideas from 

the world of photography and the world of architecture, creating new, evocative spaces that 

exist only in the mind.  This process results in a "friction between physical space and mental 

construction".97 Ortiz provides an inhabitable frame for viewers to find their own story and 

narrative in this constructed world. The conceptual idea  for the project was developed by Ortiz 

when he saw the contrast in the Spanish landscape - of  the rolling organic topography, 

juxtaposed against cold, hard and planar marble quarries.98 In this series he further extends this 

contrast by placing light boxes within the rectangular cuts of the marble quarry as if they are 

apertures to some hyper-modern facility hidden beneath the marble. This leads to the creation 

of a mental architecture that we can imagine existing beneath what is visible, and beyond the 

frame. 

Ortiz first photographs the images on an overcast day to avoid having harsh shadows on 

the surface of the marble. The images appear to be taken during the middle of the night with 

                                                           
96 (Ortiz 2011, 121) 
97 (Ortiz 2011, 121) 
98 (Ortiz 2011, 15) 
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figure P: Miros de Luz 12 by Ortiz 

figure O: Miros de Luz 14 by Ortiz 

the use of a large light source but this is not the case due to the 

amount of detail that is visible in the rocks - even when the unapparent light source is far away 

as seen in Miros de Luz 014 (figure O). After taking the initial photos, Ortiz manipulates these 

images in post-production in order to get the resulting architectural experience. Ortiz applies a 

series of lighting adjustment layers to increase the contrast  in the image and make it appear as 

if the scene was taken at night. He then chooses opportunities to place light sources so that they 

fit with the cut marble pattern. These light boxes are made so that they appear to have inside 

edges where the light changes as the surfaces on the inside of the box meet. Ortiz then 

masterfully chooses where he would expect the light to wash the marble surface and uses 

another series of lighting adjustments 

layers to highlight where the glow 

from the interior space would 

hypothetically light up the marble 

during the night.99 The affect of this 

process is apparent in the work 

Muros de Luz 021(figure P). In this 

                                                           
99 (Es Baluard n.d.) 
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image, all of Ortiz's techniques manifest and create a quiet, mindful, and contemplative space. 

The way Ortiz controls the subtle contrast between the surface of the marble and the individual 

glowing veins makes the space pulse. The short space encourages my inner child to crawl in and 

peek out the skylight, gazing out at the soft, dark landscape unfolding around us. The images in 

this series suggest a hidden space beneath the granite quarry and "a meditative space in which 

to project our thoughts".100  

 These two series represent a piece of Ortiz's work that reflect distinct ways of seeing 

the world for the invisible cities that is has to offer. They offer artifacts that are pieces of larger 

invisible city. Each one a glimspe of a space that can exist beyond the presented frame, they tell 

of a world unlike our own that is devoid of humans and only offer an echo of human presence. 

These artifacts create a new mental architecture that has a common melancholic atmposhere, 

telling of the invisible cities in which htey are derived from.  

  

 

  

                                                           
100 (Roy 2011) 
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IV. My Invisible Cities 

  In response to researching these four photographers and their ability to create invisible 

cities, I set out to capture my own invisible cities while traveling throughout Europe. To me 

these cities represent our minds ability to project our bodies into an imaginary landscape given 

an abstract image to begin with. As such, the images selected to represent my interpretation of 

invisible cities all echo the bodies' ability to mentally inhabit space. Though devoid of people, 

these images allow us to place ourselves in an architectural context, viewing the space as it 

unfolds within the frame. In these images, the relationship between mind and body exist on a 

range of dynamic to idle. This idea appears in the way that some images dramatically cut the 

frame diagonally in half and contain strong leading lines to move the eye around the frame. In 

contrast, some image may present a visually static representation of space, effectively creating a 

pause in the dynamism - a space for thoughts to enter and for new invisible cities to be born. 

For there are no set number of invisible cities as they exist all around us, waiting to be 

discovered.  

My own photographic journey began in Architectural Photography: Imaging by Design 

taught by Christian Korab. Through discussion with Christian, I found myself interested with the 

relationship between dynamism and idleness in all types of imagery101 and a sense of "pause" 

that result from these two factors. Through this study I discovered the technique of looking 

straight up to create a new architectural space, a space focused on the sky, and thus pausing our 

sense of place and time. My interests in this idea lead me to further explore other 

photographers who present similar abstractions of time and place in their images.  The research 

conducted prior to studying abroad served as a spectrum of new image techniques that I could 

use to expose the invisible cities that I discovered during my travels. The exhibited photographs 

                                                           
101 imagery as a representation in the mind as a culmination of photographs, drawings, music etc.  
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are captured from a wide variety of locations within France, Switzerland, Germany, Italy, Turkey, 

Spain, Ireland, and the United Kingdom during the course of four consecutive months. 

Throughout the entire trip I gathered a total of 60,000 photographs, and through an extensive 

editing process and the help of two professional editors, I was able select 35 of the strongest 

images to include in the exhibition. The chosen images represent a culmination of composition, 

lighting, and narrative. But the deciding factor was how it could relate to Invisible Cities.  

In Invisible Cities by Italo Calvino, each "city" that is talked about is not an individual 

place each in its own unique location. Instead, they are different ways of looking at the same 

city, Venice. Calvino weaves his individual tales around one particular aspect of Venice and in 

doing so removes all that is unnecessary, only including the most important details. While 

traveling, I kept this same approach and applied it to photography. As a result the images I 

captured have little connection with their time and place, often focusing on one particular 

quality of space. The culmination of images does not represent their respective city, but a way 

of seeing the places around us as parallel 

entities.  

Dynamism with the frame is apparent in 

many of the exhibited images. These often have 

half the frame devoted to foreground objects 

moving diagonally from one side to the other. 

This creates strong leading lines that move the 

eye around the frame, resulting in a visually 

active image. This affect is most apparent in the 

images Invisible Cities 04, 20, 23, and 33. In 

Invisible Cities 20,   the nearly white frame has an 

20 
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inside edge line cutting diagonally thought the middle, bringing 

our eye down as the line curves back around into the bottom 

right of the frame. Simultaneously the light brings us back out 

of the lower shadows and suspends us with the subtle blues 

placed sporadically around the frame. In Invisible Cities 23, the 

pattern of the multitude of steep diagonal lines pulls as down 

as if the space is preparing us for the flat staircase-like metal 

screen on the outside that's floating down. This relates to 

Ortiz's images with the use of pattern and contrast to create a 

dynamic composition. In Invisible Cities 33, the building begins 

in the darkness on the lower right hand corner of the screen 

and then illuminates as it arcs upwards towards where the 

building meets the sky, in a similar way to Kung's images. At the 

top of the building the frame remains static and suspended as it 

freezes the interaction between architecture and sky. Similarly, 

in Invisible Cities 04, the angular lines of the architecture lead 

the eye upwards to the bird, frozen in time, presenting a static 

moment adjacent the dynamic architecture. The dynamic 

nature of many images blends with the static images to create a 

rhythm and flow in the collection.  

The idleness in some images presents a pause between 

dynamic frames that changes the relation between the viewer 

and the image. This static quality is most apparent in the 

23 

33 

04 

05 
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images Invisible Cities 05, 12, and 13. In Invisible Cities 

05, the crossing lines make it difficult to discern the 

space, compressing it so that the wires in the 

foreground mix with the cranes in the background. The 

scene is held still by the lone stone figure casting her 

line into the urban reef, forever waiting. Likewise, in 

Invisible Cities 13, a fast shutter speed is used to freeze 

water in midair, enhancing the already idle warrior 

figure as she stands solid with a glowing halo around 

her. Everything has frozen as this angel defies gravity as 

we wait for her decree. Further expressed in Invisible 

Cities 12, the viewer is denied spatial orientation as the 

photograph merges the textures reflected from above 

with the ones that lie below the surface. This image is 

reduced to only its compositional and lighting values, 

like an abstract painting, it is merely a culmination of 

colors, textures, and lines. The sense of pause created 

by these idle images presents a gap for the viewer to 

have a different relationship with the image and 

imagining what it could be.  

The final type of images in this series are those 

that use the pause to transform space into a new 

architectural experience, completely removed from the 

spatial qualities used to create it. This is most apparent 

13 

12 

24 

05 
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in invisible Cities 10, 16, and 24. In Invisible Cities 24, the 

architectural space presented is completely fictitious, 

being a photograph taken while looking straight up at a 

skyscraper. This relationship proposes a new sky-scape 

located over fifty stories in the sky, so high up that 

there is no horizon line, removing the viewer from the 

earth and suspending them in the sky. Alternatively in 

Invisible Cities 10, the original image is repeated and 

elements are moved around to represent architectural 

relations not found in the physical world, much like 

Gursky's images. In this image arches are repeated as 

they float above a void and the windows are placed to 

deny any recognition of where the floors are. Likewise 

in Invisible Cities 16, the same four facades are repeated 

to create a rhythm with minimal changes happening to 

enhance the melody. In this image the chaos of Istanbul 

is simplified to minute 

alterations to the overall 

simple melody. These are 

the ultimate invisible 

cities, the ones who 

require a deliberate way 

of seeing in order to find, 

but whose muse renders unfathomable discoveries. 

10 

16 16 
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V. Leaving the Invisible Cities 

  The invisible cities that I have captured fit closely within the professional body of work 

discussed prior. The overall monumentality in these images echo humanity while leaving the 

earth to be suspended in the sky, sharing parallel narratives with the five photographers 

discussed. The Bechers typological technique manifests itself in the comparison of dynamic and 

idle images, showing commonalities and differences amongst images. Where these images 

overlap creates a pause, a gap that is filled by images that create new architecture using 

Gursky's technique. Just before this pause, images that contain both dynamism and idleness 

result in the potential to create new imagery, suspend between two worlds like one of Kung's 

images. This pause de-contextualizes the images from their surroundings, making it possible to 

re-interpret space similar to one of Ortiz's images. This relationship between dynamism and 

idleness results in unique visual atmospheric conditions that enrich each mental space.  

Like Valdrada, these atmospheres exist as a mirror of our own, whose anonymous 

architecture let us inhabit new constructs. Each photographer's vision proposes spatial 

provocations that encapsulate our imagination. These cities exist as ephemeral qualities of our 

world whose earthly tethers have been cut. The photographers discussed share many attributes 

with Calvino's own working methods which "involved the subtraction of weight...sometimes 

from people, heavenly bodies, or cities."102 These objects are merely artifacts brought back from 

their respective invisible cities such that we "leave [them], again and again, yet never discover 

[them]".103 We can never fully grasp the narrative that these invisible cities have. "If I tell you 

the city toward which my journey tends is discontinuous in space and time, now scattered, now 

more condensed, you must not believe the search for it can stop." - Polo104 

  

                                                           
102 (J. Galassi 2013) 
103 (Weiner 2013) 
104 (Calvino 1974) 
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